CARRIER AND VESSEL SOLUTIONS

BLUETRACKER
VOYAGE MONITOR
The way a vessel’s voyage is executed has a significant
impact on the fuel oil consumption. When it comes to a fuelsaving voyage performance, close tracking based on reported
and measured data can make the difference – especially for
voyage-by-voyage spot trading vessels such
as bulk carriers and tankers.
The Bluetracker Voyage Monitor is designed to provide real-time
visibility of vessel performance data to fleet managers, performance
managers and superintendents. The web-based software constantly
monitors how the vessel is performing at any given speed, power
or rpm und provides automatic notification if the vessel exceeds the
defined limits. All voyages can be documented, evaluated and shared
with the relevant stakeholders as voyage reports.
Bluetracker Voyage Monitor equally aggregates reported and
sensor-driven vessel data from existing technology onboard via
API integration as well as data collected by Bluetracker Reporting
and Automatic. A check of all incoming data ensures plausibility,
consistency and completeness in order to deliver accurate
performance information.

BENEFITS
High visibility for voyage
performance at constant
speed, power or rpm
Automatic notification if
vessel exceeds limits of
voyage-specific KPIs
Reporting of historical
voyage performance data for
documentation and further
communication to stakeholders
Data integration of existing
reporting systems and
measured vessel data via API
Plausibility check of all incoming
data to ensure reliable quality

CARRIER AND VESSEL SOLUTIONS
FEATURES
The Voyage Monitor is a module of the analysis platform Bluetracker One. It displays a time plot of speed, power and
rpm targets. In accordance with company policies a parameter corridor for each target will be defined.
Monitoring of the three targets:
speed, power, rpm
Changing the targets during the voyage is
possible e.g., if the vessel need to speed up
to arrive to the port in time
Corridor templates define properties
which are automatically applied whenever
a leg is created
Automatic notification based on a traffic
light system can be defined according to
company or charterer rules

Monitoring of the three targets speed, power, rpm.
The activated target appears highlighted in color.

Definition of the begin of tracking either
manually or event-based is available
All voyages will be documented and are
available for further analysis at any time
Leg summary available to share with
stakeholders
When the standing order changes, the targets can be switched
accordingly, e.g., from rpm to speed.
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Bluetracker Voyage Monitor is a cloud-based,
integrated module of the powerful fleet
collaboration and analysis platform Bluetracker
One for fleet performance management, it is
available as a stand-alone or for integration.
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If you have any enquiries or would like to set up an appointment with one of our sales representatives, please call or e-mail us:

+49 461 43041-0

bluetracker@navis.com

www.navis.com

